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GARDENING FOR BEGINNERS
Spring is in the air and the times are calling for new hobbies. Sounds like

the perfect recipe to begin gardening! We understand that growing

vegetables can seem somewhat daunting but we're here to help you get

cultivating. This issue of Recreation Recreated will provide you with tips on

growing in containers, how to germinate seeds, how to prepare your soil

and what sort of vegetables grow well here on the 'Wet Coast.'

 

Ucluelet Local Food Society’s Jeanne Keith-Ferris has taken-up the

challenge of growing vegetables in our community since completing her

Gaia College’s certification courses in: Organic Master Gardener, and

Grow Food. Jeanne says, “Really, anyone can grow their own food. It just

takes curiosity, patience, and a willingness to learn the lessons the seeds

have to teach us."

 



Container Tip

When considering plastic containers, look

for the recycle triangle symbol, often found

on the container’s bottom. There you will

see a number. Plastic types 1 though 5 are

fine to use for growing food crops. 

 

Windsor Plywood sells 5-gallon pails. These

are excellent for potato growing. Just drill a

couple of drainage holes in the bottom.

Potatoes for seed purposes can be found in

your local grocery stores. Yes, you can use

regular store-bought organic potatoes as

your seed potatoes. Organic potatoes have

not been sprayed with a foliar inhibitor, so

they will easily sprout and re-grow. Growing

potatoes is fun. The internet also has plenty

of examples to guide you!

If your access to land is limited, container gardening is for you! Whether you're

building a garden box or using pots, growing in a small container on your porch is

doable - all you need is a little sunshine! It’s amazing what you can grow in

containers. No need to run out and purchase fancy garden pots because anything

that holds soil and has drainage holes in the bottom can be utilized. Look around

your home to see what can be repurposed as a gardening pot.

 

The advantages to container growing are that you can move pots around to

maximize sunlight exposure during the growing season; or keep those heat thriving

plants, like tomatoes, tucked into hot spots on your balcony. Even planting into

larger plastic totes that have been placed onto wooden pallets, allows you to

grow near trees and bushes which normally would send their invading roots into

your planter beds. Container growing also makes it so much easier to keep pests

like deer and slugs at bay since you can choose the location.

 

When it comes to container size, bigger is better. However, the overall weight of

the pot may have to be considered depending upon where it is to be placed. We’ll

discuss soil selections and how it relates to weight in the next section.

 

Bigger garden pots mean your plant has access to more nutrients, the soil has

more water storage capacity, and the plant’s root system will be insulated from

the hot summer temperatures. Understanding these principles means you can find

solutions by: watering daily (in the mornings), or twice daily if very hot; use a

balanced fertilizer throughout the season; and shade your plants from the mid-

summer’s sun (or move them). Bigger pots also mean you can put in stakes for pole

beans, or provide support for plants as they grow.

TIPS ON CONTAINER GROWING

“Really, anyone can grow their own food. It just takes curiosity, patience,

and a willingness to learn the lessons the seeds have to teach us."
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1 gallon: Lettuce plants (4 -5); or, one pepper plant,

2 gallons: Cherry tomato (1); or, egg-plant (1); or pepper plant (1),

5 – 7-gallons: One large tomato plant; or patty pan squash.

Linda Gilkeson* provides suggestions for pairing plants to sized containers:

 

Veggie plants with shallow root systems will produce well in smaller

containers. Examples are: lettuces, (any variety); Chard; kale; strawberries;

parsley; arugula; cucumbers; or, pole beans. The bigger the plant, the

bigger the pot that is needed.

 

The tricky part with container growing is paying attention to watering.

Watering is critical and under watering is perhaps the biggest mistake made

by new gardeners. Ideally, watering is done in the morning. Some plants

dislike wet leaves – like squashes, tomatoes, and eggplants – so, water their

soil instead and try tucking them in a place with good sunlight, but

protection from the rain.

 

A tip, do keep all your pots supported up and off the ground allowing

excess water to freely drain.  Also, other ways to protect your container soil

from water loss is to keep them out of the direct wind, and lay mulch onto

top of the soil. Mulches can be gathered in and around your

neighbourhood: leaves, wind-blown moss from trees; or beach-strewn

seaweeds (you do not have to rinse off). Seaweed has the added benefit of

being an excellent fertilizer. And, if you end-up with a worm or two in

amongst your gathered leaves – great – toss them in as well!
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Let's Talk Mulch

Mulches are magic and perform a multiplicity of

duties. Not only protecting the soil from water

loss, but also insulating shallow root systems

from heat or cold. As well, the mulch provides

food for your soil microbes. The soil’s living

organisms grab micro amounts of mulch and

slowly decompose it into organic matter! Wow,

everybody’s happy.

 

To help beat summer mid-day heat, try this

supplemental watering technique. Make a trickle

watering system from a litre or larger plastic

drinking bottle. Thirsty plants, especially

tomatoes, love access to extra water during hot

stretches. 

 

Easy to make steps: just poke 4- 6 holes  using a

thumb-tack, or nail  into the plastic lid. Refill the

bottle with water, cap-it with its punctured lid,

and plant the lid-end directly into the container’s

soil just deep enough for it to sit inverted and

stable. As the plant “drinks” water from the

surrounding soil, water will move from the bottle

into the drier soil beneath, making it available to

the plant. Observe your system. You may need to

replace your cap with one that has more or less

holes. You want to avoid water free-flowing into

the soil.  With a good system, your bottle’s water

level should need refilling every couple of days.

Remember, you are not replacing regular

morning watering. The system can be removed

once you get through the hot season.

"The tricky part with container growing is paying attention to

watering. Watering is critical and under watering is perhaps

the biggest mistake made by new gardeners."
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Choosing the right mix depends upon the size of your pot and if you want

it to be movable or not! When weight is not a concern then mixing equal

amounts of a peat moss/coir; along with compost; good garden soil/top

soil; and some sand. To lighten up this mixture, just replace the sand with

perlite or vermiculite. For even lighter applications; swap-out the top

soil/garden soil, and instead add more compost or a commercial organic

potting mix. Be sure to also add about one cup of a balanced organic

fertilizer to every 5-gallons of soil mix to give your seedling and plants a

good start.

CHOOSING THE RIGHT SOIL

Fertilizing Your
Soil
Feeding your soil with sprinkles of spent

coffee or tea grounds is good. Even mixing

the coffee/tea grounds with some small

wood chips 1:2 mix, and using this as a mulch

works wonders. Ensure the mixture is not so

fine. You don't want it to crust-up and repel

water penetration. Spent coffee grounds act

as nitrogen fertilizer – so, go easy with your

applications. Just a few applications during

the growing season is enough.

 

Compost tea. If you can locate an old

manure pile from rabbits, or horses; or,

access someone’s compost heap (even worm

compost minus the worms) – grab a handful

or two and toss it into an old yogurt

container. Take this home. Behold, you have

found gold! To mix the “tea”, place the

compost into a hair net, old nylon knee-high

stocking, or cheese-cloth – tied off. Toss this

into a 5-gallon pail and let steep at room

temperature for one to two days (no longer or

it will ferment). Remove and discard the bag,

and keep the dark brew. Once a week or

twice a month, you will use a diluted amount

of brew for fertilizing your plants and soil. 

 

Application: Scoop out a cup of brew and

add this to your watering can. Or, fill a clear

spray bottle about one quarter full – then fill-

up with water to reach the appearance of

pale brown/weak tea coloured liquid. You

can spray the mix directly onto the leaves and

soil. The plant leaves will take-up nutrients in

the brew as well as fortifying your

soil.

Even if you only have room for a few containers, you will soon see that

you can supplement your diet with vibrant fresh food.  Tomatoes, peppers,

and eggplant love hot conditions; so, balcony container-growing suits them

perfectly. If you have cooler, less sunny conditions for growing, then the

cabbage family plants such as: broccoli, cauliflower, cabbage, and kale

thrives in our pacific northwest environment as well as most salad greens. 

Root vegetables like: beets, carrots, onions, potatoes, and radishes also

tend to do well and have a much longer season than any other region on

Vancouver Island. Finally, culinary herbs love dry and hot conditions so are

perfectly suited for small container growing. You can try: basil, thyme,

oregano, tarragon, mint and rosemary; teaming-up several varieties into the

same pot.

CONTAINER GROWING: WHAT
GROWS BEST ON THE WEST
COAST
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What’s best – germinating seeds or planting seeds into the soil?

First, let’s talk about obtaining seeds. In this time of Covid-19 there has been a larger

than usual demand for seeds. Many online mail-order-seed companies, though well

stocked, are running behind on filling orders due to staff shortages. Locally we are

fortunate to have access. OCN Garden Centre in Tofino has supplies and you can 

call in your order. Blackberry Cove also sells some seeds.

 

Direct sewing is always the best option. It saves you steps, it by-passes the need for

additional resources, and it avoids disappointing seedlings that grew leggy and

weak. Yet, there are times you may want to start seeds indoors. Some situations are

where you have seeds in need of a long growing season, so by giving them a

growing head start they are ready to plant once the frost is gone. Obviously, this

window has passed for us. At other times, experience will teach you which of your

plants are favored by critters and insects. Tiny seedlings directly sewn will be

obliterated by their nibbling. You can out smart these critters by starting

these plants indoors, growing them to bigger plants, then planting outside. They

will be vigorous enough to withstand some nibbling. Experience gained in your

growing location will provide future guidance. 

GERMINATING SEEDS

Resources
Backyard Bounty. Second Edition, by Linda

Gilkeson. You can order directly from

Linda Gilkeson  Contact friends and

purchase a group-buy for discounts. Linda

has a supply of books at her home and

can ship out to you. Contact details:

www.lindagilkeson.ca

 

Order seeds, learn and

stay informed by following Grow Local –

Alberni Valley on Facebook. The

Alberni Clayoquot Regional District has

put together wonderful resources for

new gardeners. 

 

Ucluelet Local Foods

Society is here to help. Feel free to

contact Jeanne Keith-Ferris at:

jmkferris@gmail.com.

 

Tofino Community Food Initiative

www.tofinocommunityfoodinitiative.com/

tofinolocalfood@gmail.com

 

https://www.tucg.ca

 

OCN Garden Centre

ocn@telus.net

250-725-4450

 

Blackberry Cove 

blackberrycovemarketplace@yahoo.ca

250-726-7668

 

The Ucluelet Coop

250-726-4231

A word about soil. Soil is the most important element for healthy veggie

plants. The upper layer of all soils (the first 4 inches) is a living ecology of

bacteria, fungi, and bugs that your plants depend upon for growth and

development. When we purchase bags of soil, it is devoid of life. Our job is

to put the life back into the soil. Organic matter is the end result of these

soil organisms acting upon soil-surface-debris like: leaves, seaweed, and

decaying plants. Organic matter gives soil its structure, water holding

capacity and nutrient delivery, for which plants cannot live without. When

you turn your soil into a living system, you will be able to keep your

containers, and their soil in use for many years to come.



Remember, larger plants, when finally planted outdoors, do have to endure

transplant shock and are delayed by a week while re-establishing their root

system. This is a time when they are more vulnerable to insect attacks.

 

As a general rule of thumb, seeds should be planted to a depth three times

deeper than the width of the seed. Some seeds are so tiny that it is a mere

matter of scratching the seedling into the soil. Watering after seeding is

vital and use a hand sprayer for any tiny seeds to not flush them around

before rooting takes place.

 

Direct seeding is fun. You can seed with exuberance. As the seedling arise –

you thin them. Take the plucked plants and toss into a small bowl of water

(the water deftly separates the dirt from the micro-green). You now have

some micro-greens for sandwiches or salads. Another approach – you can

use a fingernail file in one hand and gently pry-up a crowded seedling while

the other hand grasps at the tender seedling’s leaf. Coax-up the baby and

move it over to an empty area within the planter. These tiny seedlings

manage very well and don’t suffer transplant shock.

 

If you have any questions throughout your gardening journey, please check

out Ucluelet Local Food Society's as well as, Tofino Community Food

Initiative on Facebook. There is an entire gardening network just waiting to

nourish your soul.
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https://www.facebook.com/RecreationRecreated/?ref=aymt_homepage_panel&eid=ARCuAig145SaNRkIrhvE9-NhfBArQYg9ou9eSys7IhHKHMsJR9SDK1WaetKKzlGakN4VNtlm-7IsPPf2
https://www.instagram.com/ukeerec/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCMPuWZZun3m7qzYBqKbqwNg?view_as=subscriber
https://ucluelet.ca/community/parks-recreation/activity-guide-registration

